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INTRODUCTION BY WALKME
What does a customer want? This is a broad question that 
spans back to when our hominid ancestors likely first began 
to barter their food, clothing, and tools with one another. 
Just as our ancestors evolved, so too has the free market, 
and consequently, the customer. We have come to expect 
so much more from our companies and products than 
simply completing a transaction and parting ways.

The following eBook is based on a three-part series of posts 
from world-renowned customer service and experience 
expert Shep Hyken, who wrote these posts as a guest author 
on the I Want It Now blog. Here, we will look at the modern 
20th-21st century buyers, from the baby boomers to the 
millennials of the internet age. The different generations of 
customers will be discussed along with their corresponding 
preferences and expectations. 
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CHAPTER 1: SELF-SERVICE FUEL PUMPS TO DIY WEBSITE BUILDERS 

I suppose many of you reading this weren’t driving – or perhaps even 
born yet – when the Arab oil embargo forced gas prices up. Gas station 
owners, fighting to stay profitable started to turn to the “self-service” 
model in big numbers.

It could be comical in gas stations during those days. Many drivers 
had no idea how to deal with gas caps, let alone the pumps, which 
had to be manually reset after each customer was finished filling his 
or her tank. 

In those days, most gas stations offered customers two options: 
self-service with a lower price or full-service. Either way there was 
always an employee hanging around the pumps to collect money, 
make change and to reset the pumps. However, in the early days of 
self-service these attendants probably spent as much time helping 
people deal with pumping their own gas as they did tending to the full-
service customers. Of course, over time drivers learned the routines 
and pumping your own gas became the accepted routine. And over 
time, the “full-service” option disappeared in most gas stations, and 
the owners of these stations were able to reduce staff and lower their 

overhead.

Let’s compare and contrast that with the situation we’re in today. 
What I described above is an example of consumers going through 
a trial-and-error process to achieve a desired result – a full tank of 
gas in this case. I want to make two points; first, consumers weren’t 
demanding self service. Second, the technology involved was quite 
simple.

Fast forward to now and we see a startling contrast: Consumers and 
business professionals are demanding to do things on their own, 
and the things they want to do can be extraordinarily technical and 
complicated.

Today, people want to build their own websites, “podcast” their own 
interview shows, order the right materials for in-home projects or 
repairs, find the best dentist in their new town, and much more – all 
without being guided by an “expert.” Our desire for independence and 
self-reliance (or at least the perception of self-reliance) has increased 
in parallel with the emergence of new and powerful technology – be 
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it hardware, software and now cloud-based services.

But there are some side effects associated with this quest for 
independence. While we have become experts at navigating the Internet 
to find previously obscure information, it seems that we’re losing the 
capacity or will power to retain large pieces of information.  

Thanks to the prevalence and capabilities of smartphones, we have 
become information “quick draw” artists. These devices allow us 
to quickly consume an unlimited amount of information whenever 
we want. But in the era of 140 character attention spans, we’re not 
retaining the knowledge. A recent Forrester report points out that “the 
modern customer prefers to learn where to find information, rather 
than actually memorizing it.”

We live in a world of increasing complexity. This highlights the fact that 
in many cases the usefulness of traditional customer service strategies 
is changing, if not ending.

Our decreasing desire to internalize vast amounts of information and 
the increasing complexity of systems has brought us to a conceptual 
crossroads. What solutions or possibilities exist for us moving forward?
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CHAPTER 2: TODAY’S MULTI-DIMENSIONAL, MULTI-GENERATIONAL CHALLENGE

on Google tomorrow, there’s no need to remember it today.

But the challenges don’t stop there. There’s another one that might 
give us more variables to cope with than either of the first two. I’m 
talking about the generational differences.

If I can paint with a broad brush for a moment, let me say that there 
are three major generational currents flowing in our society today – 
the Baby Boomers, the Gen-Xers, and the Millennials. Further, there is 
great variation within each of these groups regarding the expectations 
they bring to commercial interactions.

This scene happened just last week. A couple I know, both Baby 
Boomers, was next up in line at WalMart. Coincidentally, they 
were behind another Baby Boomer who was just finishing up her 
transaction. My friends looked at each other and stared in disbelief 
when the woman pulled out her checkbook to pay. They were already 
in a hurry (of course) and the added time of writing a check and 
fumbling with tearing it out of the checkbook, was pushing them to 
the edge.

Customers are evolving. Customers of the same company or business 
might come from different generations. They might have different 
knowledge or backgrounds. 

But the rapid growth and advancement of technology, in addition 
to the ever-growing demands of customers has presented new 
challenges for companies when it comes to customer service. We’ll 
explore those more in depth in this article.

The universe of tasks that we do on a “self-service” basis has exploded. 

Today, average people expect to be able to do everything from building 
the deck in their backyard to running complicated technology and 
software that used to take an IT department to manage.

However, the same instantaneous media (i.e. the Internet) that 
has fueled our desire to tackle these incredibly involved projects 
independently, has also seemingly decreased our ability to mentally 
maintain large chunks of information. We are offloading this memory 
to silicon-based and magnetic storage. If we can look something up 
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Here were people from the same generation, one of which still pays 
with checks while the other two are using Apple Pay whenever possible. 
I mention Apple Pay because it highlights how quickly technology is 
changing today. Consider the evolution from cash, to checks, to charge 
cards, to debit cards, to digital wallets. Older generations lived with one 
payment method for their entire lives. Today, at least four methods are 
considered “common currency” and there are certainly more coming in 
the near future.

With this backdrop, let’s stop, take a step back and look at the customer 
service challenges we have identified:

1. An almost infinite variety of tasks that we either want to or are forced    
to handle on our own.

2. A diminishing ability for consumers to maintain the big pieces 
of information required to achieve many of the tasks alluded to 
previously.

3. A mishmash of people from several generations who bring a dizzying 
array of habits and expectations to commercial interactions.

To provide world-class customer service is, obviously, a huge challenge 
today. I think one of the immediate takeaways is that smart companies 
will often employ an array of techniques to get the job done. Not long 
ago a company could “improve” customer service just by adding bodies 
in its call center. Today, the solutions are much more nuanced.
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There’s a private school near my community that touts its ability 
and commitment to adapting its teaching methods and strategies to 
each student. Children have different styles of learning; they don’t all 
process information in the same way. This isn’t unlike what we need 
to do in business today to assure customer success.

We’ve already looked at the generational shifts and the evolution of 
technology in our society and how they’ve brought new challenges 
and expectations to the customer experience. A business needs to be 
able to work with a customer for whom an ATM is new technology as 
well as a customer who knows how to do a screen capture to illustrate 
his or her problem to an online user forum.

For my business, a CRM program was a necessity to help manage 
the thousands of contacts and clients I’ve built up over the years. 
There were many options available, but I decided on a program called 
Infusionsoft. Why? Because in addition to doing what we needed it to 
do, it offered a variety of services and solutions to ensure our success.

For example, we were working on a new project where the Infusionsoft 
sales and marketing platform played a major role. Infusionsoft is a 

great product, but it’s (ahem) not quite as simple to use as the original 
Apple Paint program. Wisely, Infusionsoft has built in a wide range 
of features that promote customer success. A recent experience 
illustrates several of these.

Infusionsoft starts out new accounts with four hours of online training 
conducted by a live person. They use GoToMeeting so it’s a “hands-
on” experience for all involved. One member of our team is concerned 
with just the marketing side, so when the instruction turned to the 
nuts and bolts of messaging people in the contact list, he didn’t pay 
very close attention.

However, the original point person for managing the contact list 
dropped out of the team, and suddenly the marketing individual had 
to take on that responsibility. Despite his lack of knowledge regarding 
the contact list, he searched “Help” and thought he knew where to 
begin, but he wanted to double check. He sent an email to his trainer 
and she quickly responded.

Yes, the help topic was directing him to the right place. Once he started 
the process, instructions – powered by WalkMe, by the way – started 

CHAPTER 3: CREATING SOLUTIONS EVERYONE CAN USE
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to pop up on his screen and one-by-one they led him all the way to a 
successful completion. This single sequence illustrates no fewer than 
four strategies for helping Infusionsoft customers get the most out 
of the software:
• A live trainer
• A searchable help topic database
• A person ready to answer an email inquiry
• An automated system that leads customers through the required 

steps.

Note how each of these methods of servicing Infusionsoft customers 
may appeal to people with different personalities and different 
learning styles. For folks who are very relational, having a live trainer 
will be comforting. For people who like to dig and discover things 
on their own, searching a database is great. And when something 
needs to get done quickly, with no fuss or muss, being led step-by-
step on screen with short instructions is very efficient. It happens on 
the user’s schedule and there’s no waiting on hold at a call center.

I point these things out because to deliver customer success to the 
greatest number of people today, an “all of the above” approach is 
necessary. In addition to the processes I outlined above, this would 
include strategies such as:
• FAQs
• Instructional videos
• Instant chat
• User discussion forums (crowd-sourced customer service).

In the previous chapter, I said that not long ago a company could 
improve customer service by adding bodies in its call center. That has 
changed. Perhaps today one of the best ways to improve customer 
service is to add a new system that is designed to fit the preferred 
communication mode of a specific segment of its client base.
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It is not so hard to understand the generational technology gap that 
exists in today’s society; any of us that have had to help our parents or 
grandparents to install their antivirus or other seemingly easy tasks 
we take for granted can relate. To millennials however, mining the 
internet for information and tutorials is almost second nature. We 
are emerging as a self-sufficient autodidactic culture.

In terms of customer success, this means that we must give our 
customers the most comfortable, efficient, and preferred support 
options. Your father may want somebody on the phone to walk him 
through the process of doing his taxes online for the first time, while 
your nephew may prefer a tutorial open on one of his dual monitors, 
while the other is referencing an archived forum. 

Elegant technological solutions of today such as integrated online 
walkthroughs and tutorials fulfill a cross generational need. For the 
older and technologically hesitant, an integrated online walkthrough 
service can be the factor that gets them over their fear of software 
and technology. Even for the younger tech-savvy individual, there 
are instances where mastery of a program is not the goal, and an 
integrated walkthrough simply provides the path of least resistance 
to their needs.

As Mr. Hyken recommends, an “all of the above” approach is necessary. 
If you don’t have the method of service your customer wants, you 
will not retain them for very long. We have so far talked about the 
customer “evolving”, but businesses are actually the ones being 
“naturally selected for” in Darwinian terms. Those businesses that do 
not adapt to their clients do not survive.

Shep Hyken
Shep Hyken, CSP, CPAE is a customer service expert, professional 
speaker and bestselling author who works with companies and 
organizations who want to build loyal relationships with their 
customers and employees. Visit his website: http://www.hyken.com/.
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